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Cited by the Dog Writers Association of America this unique reference for amateur and professional

trainers alike, provides coverage of the most basic to the most advance individual and group

excercises
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Dr. Volhard & Ms. Fisher have once again collaborated on a useful, motivational, and entertaining

handbook for dog obedience. This time they focus on the instructor. They give detailed advise on

the hows and whys of taking a group of handlers through a successful session. The fundamental

point of the handbook is that training a dog is one thing - but, teaching a class how to train their

dogs is quite different. Remarkably well written and entertaining: a MUST for all training directors

and should be in all dog club and dog school libraries.

I have been teaching obedience for many years. This book really opens up a whole new world for

you. The book is very detailed,descriptive, and written for everyone. A real must have in every dog

owners home!

Great book to prepare you for teaching classes on dog training. Common sense approach, easy to

read, and covers the K9/student psych/mind/stature as your class are in progress.Having a

fundamental background in basic training is a must, and having titled your own dog prior to training



a dog class is also an asset. The book addresses the instructors responsibilities, what they are

supposed to do and see, how to correct student/K9 mistakes while keeping a positive

mentality/atmosphere through the class.If your on the fence about teaching K9 classes, this book

will give you an excellent overview what to expect, how to be an open minded instructor, and

address certain K9/student issues that arise during your class.If you are interested in teaching dog

classes, this is an excellent book to prepare you to tackle the job. Shadowing an instructor is also a

huge asset, prior to taking on a class of your own.Dr. Volhard & Ms. Fisher provide great insight on

the task of preparing you for being a successful dog trainer.Good Luck and have fun.

This is my first review because this was one purchase worth reviewing. We have a 7 month old pup

that is just wonderful but she has her days of acting out and my husband let's say is less patient

than I am. This book explains the dogs position, what the positions mean and what you need to do

about it. Also, it comes with some pretty cute doodles to help you understand if they weren't clear

enough in their text, which they were but still. Thank you for writing this book! I'm so excited to get

through the teenage phase and make her into the best dog she can be!

This book is written by one of the best - Jack Volhard. I bough this book as a gift for a dog instructor.

This will increase her knowledge many times over.

I have owned several copies over the years. This is the gold standard for organizing and teaching

obedience to K-9s and guardians alike.

This book is very helpful and I am happy that I purchased it.
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